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About This Game

A yuri/ecchi/comedy visual novel, following the misadventures of an airheaded succubus spy in a perilous elven forest.

Story

Lucy, a greenhorn succubus spy, arrives in the elven forest... and soon realizes she has no idea why. What was her mission,
actually?! The only thing that's clear – her superior, Priestess Tiamat, will be really mad if she'll get back empty-handed! Lucy
has to figure something out real quick, or she'll never know how her mistresses' panties look like. And she'll probably be fed to

the sinister astral squids...

Find your way around and get along with the forest dwellers using Lucy's well-developed personality and exceptional internal
qualities.

Do the impossible, touch the untouchable and have fun, of course!

Key Features

Length: 3-5 hours

Dynamic action scenes with various outcomes.
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Multiple small gameplay elements to brighten your mood.

Shape your experience! Gameplay elements are adjustable, you are free to skip or turn off things you don't like.

Partial sprite and background animations (all in the right places).

2 secret characters to discover.

Yes, there will be cards, and yes, there will be achievements.

A bunch of cute, funny and spicy moments for you to enjoy!

Characters

Lucy
An energetic succubus protagonist. She's a spy of the Legion of Darkness, and her current dream is to discover what her high-
ranked mistresses' panties look like. Despite being a demon, Lucy is actually a kind and credulous person that constantly gets

herself into strangest situations.

...Oh, and she's also extremely irresponsible. And lazy. And naughty. It's only natural for a demon to be impish, right?

Tiamat
A powerful demon priestess, wielding unrivaled magical power, Tiamat is in command of Lucy’s regiment within the Legion.

Behind her cold and aloof facade, she’s a ruthless and manipulative leader, well-versed in the minutiae of demonic power
struggle.

Ellie
A young and shy elf girl, fulfilling her dream to join the Forest Guardians – a caste of elite warriors. Being romantic, kind and

peaceful person at heart, she’s still willing to fight for her homeland.

Thea
An accomplished Forest Guardian and a veteran of countless conflicts, a fierce protector of the elven realms. Her staunch

determination is only rivaled by her pedantry and strict adherence to rules and traditions of her people.

+2 More Secret Characters!
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Title: Lucy Got Problems
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
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Publisher:
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The game WAS cool, but now the devs have left it to rot.. ITS THE BEST THING EVER!!!! Its like a better verson of paper
mario, I had lots of fun destroying the fake news. I'm going to donate to this game. #punchaliberal #MAGA #POTUS
#liberaltears. A nice surprise from a bundle game (rarely happens!).

I nearly gave up initially, with extremely low expectations due to getting in a bundle, having an issue with my hands getting a bit
mixed up in game (they were bending bizarrely - doing a weird double jointed thingie) making it difficult to perform the very
basic task of grabbing the rail to move along. But I stuck it out, got an achievement for starting the campaign, laughed, rolled my
eyes, and figured Ill give it a couple more minutes...

The hand issue didnt come up again once I got into the campaign. So teething problems aside, I began to warm up to the game.

The atmosphere is nice, the music is on point, and the inventory mechanics is simple and effective. Its a little basic on the
visuals, but you do get the feeling they are trying to do as much as they can with what they have. Better than a gorgeous game
thats boring and/or broken. The "game" was completed in about 15 minutes tho, and I really didnt like that the end was literally
the game logo in your face for about a minute.... ........ and then "to be continued...." for, too long, whatever length it was...!

I was surprised to learn they were charging 10 quid for this thing at release! It does have the short campaign which can also be
played in co-op (very nice), and a deathmatch. But lets face it, the VR space is fairly small, so outside of the first week or 2,
there was probably next to nobody on this thing. While it is worth the €2 its now listed at, I think it would be a better business
decision for them to give this for free - it is a teaser for the actual game, and a good one. But again, it is worth the €2!

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1503759154. This isn't a bad game. It's a functional port of a browser
game that certainly has the potential to be worth a few dollars. Unfortunately, it should really be labeled as early access. The
latest patch just highlights how much more the developers wanted to accomplish, and how far short the product is from finished.
Along with the balance and interface issues, I just can't recommend this game. Maybe in a few patches I'll change my mind, but
right now I'm too frustrated thinking I bought a finished product only to realize how far from complete the game actually is..
Love this game and basically can't get enough!
Give me more content and traversal and multi-player!!!. If you enjoy any sort of RTS, give this a shot. It is cheap, and it will
probably be even cheaper at some point during a sale period.. This game feels unpolished and rushed. When I bought it I was
expecting a fast paced Canadian football game, instead I got a game where it looks like it was made from the late 90's, has
limited plays, and players move at snails pace. The animations make players look like they break their spine every time they're
tackled. Sometimes the playsheet disappears entirely and you just have to wing it, but it doesn't matter since the defense is brain
dead and gets Mossed every play. Anyone who throws an interception in this game should rethink their life and take a break
from sports game for awhile. Overall do not buy this game, if there is a more polished version in the future then go for it. Until
then, burning your money is a better use of it than buying this game.
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A retro themed speed runner which all from Casuals to Pros can enjoy, Flem is an interesting, chirpy, level-based platformer
with an occasional cold heart.

\u2713 Nice amount of levels with varying difficulties each with a good level flow for speed running
\u2713 Fast deaths, resets and a stable framerate ensure the game doesn't hold you back when you're speed running
\u2713 Challenging gold medal times keep the game challenging while remaining fair, realistic and achievable even for casual
players
\u2713 Level by level global leaderboards to fuel competition
\u2713 Nostalgic platforming gameplay with interesting power ups providing some neat and fun areas
\u2713 Music fits the gameplay nicely and doesn't draw too much attention
\u2713 Has good controller support with easy to pick up controls

\u2717 Some levels have projectiles spawning off screen which make it difficult to dodge when they appear, this happens in the
first set of levels and made me hate that certain type of enemy pretty quickly.
\u2717 Difficulty spikes throughout, nothing too huge until the Fall season where it seems to skyrocket at a certain point.
\u2717 The game doesn't teach the player much at all, the game is easy to pick up but there are some parts not so clear.
\u2717 Sound was rather quiet by default

~ Considering there are 40 levels over 4 Seasons and I\u2019m towards the end of the third season (when writing this), I can say
the game is rather short to play through. That being said, the game is highly re-playable and being a speed runner you'll be back
improving on your previous times to get the gold medal or place in the leaderboards which will extend the games length by quite
some time.
~ Visuals can be repetitive but it adds to the retro style
~ Doesn't make use of the analog stick - DPad only for movement. Having analog support would be nice but I don't believe it's
required, I never felt like the Dpad was holding me back.
~ Keyboard controls are odd at first honestly but can be rebinded in the menu if needed.. Coupon makes this game 10 cents

3 trading cards at about 5 cents each

Each card has a two cent tax due to steam gobblins taking our money

9 cents total achieved

1 cent lost

Not worth the time taken to get cards-

Don't get this, at all. One of the best games ever. I wanted this kind of games since years and + with dinosaurs? It's the best! Dev
continue to do your great job <3. 1HEART puts you on the shoes of a little girl searching for her missing sister after being
abducted... in a world that seems disturbed and weird.

I can't tell more because I don't know if the girl is dreaming or if she's in another dimension or if she's in a big warehouse or
anything else. Because the world is so dark and so full of fears that it's hard to describe.

Indeed, the graphisms are really helping to set the ambiance of the game: like a drawing or like a painting, the cutscenes are
mainly in black and white while the game itself is more colored yet, it's not like you're on a sunny beach or in a green
countryside.

It's not really a HO game, because there are only two scenes. It's more a little adventure, with puzzles that you can solve easily
because every solution is in the game.

Everything is really well done.... apart these:
- No skip for cutscenes - really?
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- The flashlight game is annoying without checkpoint and narrow lines (easy to touch the border and pouf! Back to square one!)
- The minigames with the cubes to put on yellow lights aren't easy. You don't click on where you want to go. Nope, you have to
click on the side of the moving cube to make sure it goes up, down, up, right... unfortunately, you click on the right, but not
enough on the right, so you go up or left and touch a cube you shouldn't... and ending stuck. Reset.

The soundtrack is also quite good.

And you know what? Achievements. But boring achievements:
- 2000 clicks to do... yeah, really.
- oh wait, 5000?! Eeeer....

But the problem is that some are apparently broken. I played 4 hours. I should have unlocked the 3 hours one. Guess what?
Nope. And I'm not the only one to have a problem with that. Gah.

Yet, I enjoyed the game.

Good job!. Fantastic online co-op twin stick. (that I play with mouse and keyboard). what's puzzling is why i own this

CS2D 1.0.0.5 Patch 1:
We just released a tiny client patch (1.0.0.5 p1). It contains the following changes:

Changelog. Paint performance optimization!:
Performance optimization! When you paint to big texture, it will prevent slowing down rendering to screen.

------------------
Update Ver0.2.4 Oct/10/2016

Improvement
-Optimized a performance of the paint. Prevented decreases FPS in painting, because big texture divided to pieces for
calculation. The memory consumption decreased, too.

note: Features of early access are not stable. These may be changed or abolished.. KNOW YOUR GOER Vol. 3: Revealing
more characters:
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 Howdy, party addicts!. High Roller Casino™ Released!:
High Roller Casino™ has just been released for Steam on Mac and Windows!

High Roller Casino™ (2001): puts players in the role of a high stakes gambler with money to burn. Conceptualized by Jon
Norris and designed by Keith P. Johnson, this awesome game from Stern® allows players to experience all of the glamour of a
real Las Vegas casino! Featuring gorgeous graphics and spectacular audio effects, this table has a deep rule set with four
different 4-Ball Multi-Ball modes and six of the most popular casino games played in real casinos. These games include
Blackjack, Poker, Hi-Lo and Craps. The Playfield even includes a functioning Roulette Wheel and Slot Machine! Be a winner
with... High Roller Casino! Approximately 1,200 units of this table were produced.

Version 1.28.11 Changelog

- Added High Roller Casino
- Fixed bug with Firepower where balls were stuck in traps if you tilted
- Fixed TILT on black rose staying on screen on next ball
- Fixed camera bug in BOP in 2 player game when player 1 locks a ball, and loses one, when player 2 started the camera would
be broken.
- Fixed high wire multiball bug on mulitplayer player games. Wasn't releasing 1 ball at a time when it should have.
- Fixed Gorbie gate on Taxi being triggered with hit up right ramp
- LCA - Getting 5 of a kind gives you goal for 4 of a kind.
- Fixed season 1/2 menu back button not working on controller
- Fixed being able to click on season1/2 if you owned all tables in those seasons
- Fixed ball lock lamp in Bride not lighting.
- Fixed TZ multiball issue. Balls now go to autoplunge lane.
- Fixed LCA drop targets
- Fixed Draw order issue on Taxi
- Fixed pop bumper not always scoring on Centaur
- Fixed draw order issue on Harley with transparent ramp
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- Fixed draw order issue with flashers on Bride and parts behind them.

Check out this footage of High Roller Casino™ in action!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EHOjH_57o8w. Alpha 16 Update: Map & Mini-map System:

 Communication:. v0.0.72,6:
Hello Tester,
This Update fixes the following issue:
Client can not fly arround after being dead.

Bugs that are known and will be fixed in the upcoming updates:
Client don't sees the money of his character
Client sometimes teleports to the location the server says the client is.
Drop weapons is only client side visible
P90 can not be dropped.
Client and Host don' syncronize weapon locations

With kind regards

SSS Developer Team
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